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Introduction
Close to fifteen years ago, I was asked by a very good friend, a former mid ranking military officer to help him set
up a business to help defence force members secure roles outside of the armed forces. Often these personnel
were conservative and to some extent ‘sheltered’; many had anxiety as to how they would ‘survive’ on ‘Civvy
Street,’ quite different to what one would expect from people ‘trained to kill.’ Due to issues with bridging the
cultural gap and the lack of proper training given to defence personnel in securing jobs these job seekers had
their fair share of challenges. Their learning curve was exponential and we identified a huge ‘need’ or ‘gap’ in
the market.
No one provided real advice or active support to job seekers especially not for those seeking leadership roles.
Recruiters gave little help; Career Management and Career Transition firms would charge candidates or
employers thousands of dollars for services that included basic advice only and no action to generate interviews
or job offers. Candidates couldn’t afford such fees and saw little benefits in paying whereas most employers
making their staff redundant cared little about the quality of help staff they were making redundant would
receive. Job seekers had to, and still need to, fend for themselves. Being the only business to fulfil this ‘need’ our
business has thrived.
Over the following fifteen years we have had the pleasure of meeting with thousands of senior executives many
of whom have become personal friends and some ‘honorary members’ of our team. The knowledge and
experience we have at our finger tips is substantial as is the lessons these wonderful and inspiring people have
taught us.
Due to the ever increasing demand on our business amidst growing global unemployment, we have invested
millions in developing our infrastructure and creating what we believe is the world’s only online platform for
managing the careers and job search of our ‘stars.’ This platform gives us immense capabilities, speed and
reach’; it’s an essential tool in delivering our global service.
Compliments to some great business mentors and having learned from our own mistakes and the woes of
thousands of executives we have created and evolved scores of strategies essential in securing senior executives
leadership opportunities. Many of these are documented in this manual.
With regard to success rates, these vary widely across industry, geography, management level, candidate quality
etc. We don’t ever claim to make it easy for people to secure a role; it’s a very tough market and there are
simply not nearly enough roles for everyone. Without the hype and marketing fluff; our claim is simply and
honestly;
‘To make it substantially easier to secure a new leadership role.’
Today we offer a service that is truly unique (a ‘blue ocean business’) without competitors and with little
comparison. If you are in the top ten percentile of candidates in your profession and are interested in our firm
providing further assistance to you, we welcome your enquiry. To those that simply purchase this manual you
will get immense value from it.
All the best for winning the war for jobs.
Sports Stars have Agents, why don’t you?!
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Who will benefit from reading this controversial job hunting battle manual?
For those executives who are not familiar with Sun Tzu’s world famous book, ‘The Art of War,’ he is arguably the
most widely acclaimed military strategist and tactician of all time; many feel he makes ‘Alexander the Great’
look like a strategic nincompoop. He is, however the field commander most recognised for having truly evolved
military strategy and to have documented these strategies.
In the same flavour and considering that the ‘War for Talent’ has now largely been replaced with the ‘War for
Jobs’ we have created this manual, borrowing on many military strategies. This manual will help you win the
‘War for Jobs’, a war which depending on the length of the GFC may indeed be a long one.
If you are a job seeker in search of another strategic leadership role this manual will be of immense value to you.
Being a senior executive you are probably responsible not only for strategy but also for leading a team of
people. The strategies, logic and examples contained in this manual are specifically tailored to differentiate
firstly, your growth centric and transformational leadership, secondly, your strategic expertise in growing
businesses and thirdly, your return on investment (ROI) to businesses.
These three points of value (Leadership, Strategic Growth Expertise and ROI) are typically the core requirements
of employers in handpicking their corporate leaders yet often the poorest points of value communicated by
executive job seekers both verbally and in writing.
Candidates at the senior level from General Managers to Chairs exist in a job market where there are too few
roles and where the competition for these roles is much higher than for middle management roles, for this
reason senior executives need to better hone their skills in securing jobs; skills relating to firstly, sourcing
opportunities and secondly, in differentiating themselves from the numerous other exceptional competing
candidates. As in Highlander (the movie) ‘There can only be one.’
This ‘battlefield job hunting’ manual will set the scene for you, removing much of the ‘fog of war’. It will give you
greater situational awareness (battleground intelligence) and a roadmap (battle plan) enabling you to better
manoeuvre through foreign territory (the selection process). You will learn how to avoid many common booby
traps, how to identify and destroy competing candidates as well as how to win the hearts and minds of
interviewers and stakeholders. Finally, you will learn how to command more money and better terms, capturing
and holding vital ground. Our Members typically receive three to seven times more interviews using the
strategies herein and with our support; the leadership value they now communicate is crisp, clear and more
noticeable.
We appreciate that some may find this manual controversial; we hope most will find it highly engaging and more
than slightly satirical.
For those readers who feel they are in the top 10% of their occupation and are genuinely in search of another
leadership role you may qualify for membership to our Executive Agency. If we choose to sponsor you we will
credit your account with up to $10,000 in genuine job hunt support. We will generate interviews for you and
may even place you into your next role. Ours is a service very similar in nature to an Agent managing the career
of a sports star or a celebrity. Membership is by invitation only. Strict selection criteria apply.
Enjoy
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Other Resources from the Author
For those readers interested in being sponsored by our organisation, an offer of membership is only made after
an application has been lodged and assessed as our service is strictly by invitation only. We do after all invest lot
of monies in supporting candidates different to all other organisations. Because we receive applications for
membership from numerous candidates we are commonly faced with the difficult task of choosing which
candidates to grant membership to.
For more information please contact our team via our website
•

Career Transition. Candidate who are eligible to receive funding of a career transition program or
outplacement program by their employers are encouraged to enquire if they can substitute these low value
programs with our high value programs.

•

Executive Search & Selection

*All purchases are non-refundable. Payments via credit cards can be done online or over the phone via secure channels.
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About the Author.
Ben is an author, a highly renowned mentor to CEOs and an ex-Defence Force
Member. He is also one of the founders of the only full service end to end
Executive Agency in the world. Think of Search and Selection in reverse. Ben is
probably the most experienced person alive in helping executives secure
strategic leadership roles.
Ben and other shareholders have invested considerable monies in building their
unsurpassed capabilities and technologically savvy global infrastructure for this
purpose. Unlike any other organisation, Ben’s global team regularly select and
invest thousands of dollars in C-Level executives across the globe securing
them interviews and job offers, acting as their own dedicated and very
personal Executive Agent, a role mirroring that of a Sports Star or a Celebrity in
having a Manager, only with much more intimate ‘research’, ‘strategy’ and ‘process’. Through doing so and
different to all other authors and couch experts they have forged a battle library of strategies and an arsenal of
know-how relating to securing leadership roles, specifically in the GFC, available nowhere else. You will not find
these strategies mentioned by other authors, Career Experts, HR Consultants or Recruiters.
The manual is not a cookie cutter collection of regurgitated strategies as sprouted by the thousands of authors,
career experts, personal coaches and career management/transition firms in the market place that claim to
know how to get someone a job but still won’t spend a dime in helping them. The author has not evolved
strategies by slumping over a typewriter, but by interviewing thousands of leaders, mentoring hundreds, by
pounding the pavement, humping the phone and by listening intently to many of the world’s best leaders who
he now calls friends. So scratch that career manager preaching from behind his desk, dump those motivational
CDs, delay retirement and tell that recruiter that claims they’re keeping an eye out for you, that you deserve
much better.
This ground breaking Job Hunt Battle Manual is not ‘just another book’. An almanac and step-by-step guide, it
will turn what you think you know about securing a leadership role on its head. The controversial content will
unsettle many; it will challenge you like you’ve never been challenged before. Immediately you will understand,
why you’re communicating your value poorly. It’s confronting, direct and truthful. Some people will not be able
to finish reading it. For those people it comes with a 100% money back guarantee* so confident are they, that
you will love it.
This manual includes an arsenal of proven strategies for sourcing hidden opportunities, differentiating strategic
growth leadership, identifying and then decimating your competitors, short circuiting selection processes,
capturing hearts and minds and winning the war for jobs. Learn literally how to jump to the front of the
candidate queue time after time. Supercharge your network…FAST.
These guys are incredibly sharp. Their sense of humour is ‘bent’, resulting in part from mixing it with many
soldiers in the field under some trialling circumstances. Reading this book, you’ll often ‘piss yourself from
laughter’ or ‘cringe in embarrassment’, that and experiencing severe bouts of deja vu.
Ben’s an avid motorcyclist owning a collection of motorcycles. He spends much of his time travelling the world
meeting with select executives. When he’s not flying he’s riding many a famous road on his Indian Motorcycle.
He’s also a former aerobatic pilot having been trained from a young age in flying performance aircraft, the thrills
and adrenalin preparing him well for his role as the world’s leading Executive Agent, leading an evolving industry
*Customers paying full retail price only.
which his firm have ‘breathed life into’.
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